What? The combined Honors Specialization in Kinesiology—BA/JD allows student to complete both the JD and BA Honors Specialization Kinesiology degrees in six academic years.

Progression from Year 1 to Year 2 in Kinesiology? This is a limited enrollment module, meaning that the progression standard may fluctuate from year to year depending on how many students want to progress into Kinesiology & how good their grades are. Students will at minimum need a 80% average with no grade less than 60%. Keep in mind student are not officially in the combined program until year 4 and must successfully be admitted to the law school based on the requirements as set by them.

Applying to the Combined Program. (In Third Year) Students applying to the combined program must submit a letter of intent to the Director of The School of Kinesiology by September 30th of the applicant’s Third Year in Kinesiology. A separate application must also be submitted to the Faculty of Law in accordance with the submission deadlines advertised in The University of Western Ontario academic calendar. A minimum average of 80% on a 5.0 course load in each of second and third years of the kinesiology program must be met. Students should also be aware they will need to meet the LSAT requirement established by the Law School Admissions Committee.

CPR & Aquatics Requirement
Standard First Aid, CPR Level C must be completed by the end of year 2
The aquatics requirement must be met by the end of year 3. Choose from the following activities, canoe 2203, sail 2211, swim 2215, learn to swim 2020, pass a swim test, or provide proof of at least level 6 of Red Cross or equivalent.

Academic Counselling?
Shannon Rankin
Academic Coordinator
srankin2@uwo.ca
Maryanne Whitmore
Academic Counsellor
maryanne.whitmore@uwo.ca
5.0 First Year Credits, including Kin 1080a/b, Kin 1085a/b, Physiology 1021. Business 1220 is recommended. Write in other credits taken.

- Kin 1080a/b Intro to Psychomotor Behavior
- Kin 1085a/b Intro to Sport Psychology
- Physiology 1021

2.0 Kinesiology Credits from Below. Must be completed in 2nd year.

- Kin 2220a/b System Approach to Functional Anatomy
- Kin 2230a/b Intro to Exercise Physiology
- Kin 2244a/b Biomechanics
- Kin 2299b/c Intro to Sport Management

3.0 Kinesiology Credits from Below (not previously selected):

- Kin 2236a/b Intro to Athletic Injuries
- Kin 2250a/b Social Foundations of Sport & Physical Activity
- Kin 2263f/g Canadian Sport History
- Kin 2377f/g The Canadian Sport System
- Kin 2390f/g (no longer offered)
- Kin 2356a/b Ergonomics
- Kin 3363a/b Sport & the Body in Western Culture
- Kin 3362f/g Olympic Issues for Modern Times
- Kin 3398a/b Human Resource Management in Sport
- Kin 3199a/b Sport Marketing

1.0 Mandatory Kinesiology Activity Credits in second year. (Not every course offered every year. Check current timetable to see what's offered)

- Kin 2020a/b Learn to Swim
- Kin 2040a/b Ice Hockey Coaching
- Kin 2224a/b Special Topic
- Kin 2235a/b Special Topic
- Kin 2273a/b Intro to Movement Making
- Kin 2274a/b Modern Dance Technique

Possible 0.5 Activity Credits

- Kin 2190a/b Games of Lower Organizational Interest
- Kin 2190a/b Foundations of Training Techniques
- Kin 2190a/b Critical Thinking & Ethics in Kinesiology
- Kin 3300a/b Special Topics
- Kin 3312a/b Dance: The Art and Science of Movement

1.0 Additional Kinesiology non-activity credits not previously selected. Note: A maximum of 3.0 courses from Dance 2276a/b, 2476a/b, 2496a/b and Dance courses at the 2000-2000 level can be used. (Write in credits taken.)

2.0 External electives credits: Cannot be Kinesiology or Law courses. Write in course selected.

0.5 Kinesiology Credits from below:

- Kin 2032a/b Research Design in Human Movement Science

0.5 Stats credit. Any level. If already taken as part of 1st year courses, may choose any elective. Write in course selected.

1.0 Kinesiology Credits or external electives (write in courses selected):

- Kin 2024a/b Aquar for
- Kin 2080a/b Canoeing
- Kin 2200a/b Outdoor Skills
- Kin 2210a/b Rugby Skills
- Kin 2210a/b Sailing
- Kin 2210a/b Squash Skills
- Kin 2224a/b Special Topic
- Kin 2273a/b Intro to Modern Dance Technique

- Kin 2190a/b Games of Lower Organizational Interest
- Kin 2190a/b Foundations of Training Techniques
- Kin 2190a/b Critical Thinking & Ethics in Kinesiology
- Kin 3300a/b Special Topics
- Kin 3312a/b Dance: The Art and Science of Movement

• Additional Law courses totaling at least 28 credit hours, one of which must have an essay requirement with a weight of least 2 credits.

1.5 Kinesiology Credits from below or a selection of Kinesiology Selected Topics from 2nd, 3rd or 4th year which may be offered on a rotational basis (see academic counsellor and write in courses selected)

- Kin 4450a/b
- Kin 4460f/g
- Kin 4468f/g
- Kin 4490f/g
- Kin 4492f/g
- Kin 4493f/g

- Kin 2032a/b Research Design in Human Movement Science

- Kin 2024a/b Aquar for
- Kin 2080a/b Canoeing
- Kin 2200a/b Outdoor Skills
- Kin 2210a/b Rugby Skills
- Kin 2210a/b Sailing
- Kin 2210a/b Squash Skills
- Kin 2224a/b Special Topic
- Kin 2273a/b Intro to Modern Dance Technique

- Kin 2190a/b Games of Lower Organizational Interest
- Kin 2190a/b Foundations of Training Techniques
- Kin 2190a/b Critical Thinking & Ethics in Kinesiology
- Kin 3300a/b Special Topics
- Kin 3312a/b Dance: The Art and Science of Movement

Don't forget!

- Complete Standard First Aid and CPR Level C by end of year 2.
- Complete Aquatics Requirement by end of 3rd year. (See reverse for what satisfies this requirement)
- Make sure you have at least 1.0 credit worth of essay designated courses. (A maximum of 1.0 can be 3000 level)
- Make sure you have at least 1.0 credit from Faculty of Arts and Humanities.

A min. of 50 1st year credits must be taken. Students can take up to a max of 70 1st year credits.